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Fig. 1. a) Multiple views of a person in two different poses; b) Mesh based represen-
tation of the reconstructed object and heat map of the geodesic distance to the lower
left foot; c) Correspondence result after optimization
Abstract. In this paper, we tackle the problem of finding correspon-
dences between three-dimensional reconstructions of a deformable sur-
face at different time steps. We suppose that (i) the mechanical under-
lying model imposes time-constant geodesic distances between points on
the surface; and that (ii) images of the real surface are available. This is
for instance the case in spatio-temporal shape from videos (e.g. multi-
view stereo, visual hulls, etc.) when the surface is supposed approxima-
tively unstretchable. These assumptions allow to exploit both geometry
and photometry. In particular we propose an energy based formulation
of the problem, extending the work of Bronstein et al. [1]. On the one
hand, we show that photometry (i) improves accuracy in case of locally
elastic deformations or noisy surfaces and (ii) allows to still find the right
solution when [1] fails because of ambiguities (e.g. symmetries). On the
other hand, using geometry makes it possible to match shapes that have
undergone large motion, which is not possible with usual photometric
methods. Numerical experiments prove the efficiency of our method on
synthetic and real data.
1 Introduction
Most of the objects observed in the real world are non-rigid. This makes them
particularly important for computer vision. What makes non-rigid shapes chal-
lenging is that their associated deformations exhibit a potentially infinite number
of degrees of freedom. As a consequence they are hard to analyze. One typical
example is the three-dimensional (3D) reconstruction of a person in a multiple
cameras environment. More generally, matching 3D-reconstructed shapes have
numerous applications, among which are reconstruction-based animation, mo-
tion analysis, shape recognition, physical phenomena analysis, etc.
A subject observed at different times usually results in meshes in different
poses. In such a situation, image-based matching algorithms [2, 3] tend to fail, as
the motion in between the two poses is too large. Assuming the object surface is
approximately unstretchable, Bronstein et al. [1] designed a matching framework
where geodesic distances between automatically chosen key points are preserved.
Yet, such a criterion fails in case of ambiguities like symmetries. It also yields
inaccuracy when the unstretchability hypothesis is violated.
1.1 Our contributions
Therefore we propose to take the best of both worlds and design an extension of
the work of [1] by adding a photometric term to their energy. We obtain a robust
multi-resolution 3D surface mapping procedure that combines photometric and
geometric information(c.f. Figure 1). We experiment it for non-rigid surface cor-
respondence between two surfaces observed a different time steps in a multiple
cameras environment and demonstrate its superiority.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews previous work for non-
rigid shape matching. Section 3 states the problem formulation and Section 4
explores the algorithmic implementation. Finally, numerical experiments on real
data are reported in Section 5 and Section 6 concludes.
2 Related Work
The correspondence problem is one of the fundamental challenges in computer
vision. Might it be in the context of optical flow, calibration or surface regis-
tration. For rigid surface and point cloud registration, Iterative Closest Point
(ICP) and its variants [4] are the standard algorithms. Operating on a purely
geometric level, they rely on approximated differential quantities, e.g. curvature,
or more robust surface descriptors [5]. Recently, several algorithms also address
the problem of non rigid surface registration. They can be mainly divided into
two categories: geometric and photometric. Whereas geometric methods assume
the geometry known, photometric methods estimate structure and motion.
2.1 Geometric methods
A non-rigid counterpart to ICP was introduced in [6]. Further in [7], the authors
propose a non rigid registration method by piecewise rigid registration and local
thin plate spline alignment of range scan images. Elad et al. [8] take an intrinsic
point of view of the matching problem. By isometrically embedding two surfaces
into a common Euclidean space the problem is reduced to the simpler of rigid
matching between surfaces. Following this idea, Bronstein et al. [9] take it one
step further and solve the correspondence problem by embedding the surface
directly into another. The major drawback of this approach is the difficulty to
handle ambiguities like shape symmetries. As the method solely relies on the
distance function of the surface, the algorithm tends to wrongly match pairs of
symmetric points (see Figure 2).
a) b)
Fig. 2. a) Initialization using solely geometric information is sensible to symmetry in
shapes. b) Color coded labeling of the meshes (see text) and our photometric plus
geometric initialization, where ambiguities have been solved.
2.2 Photometric methods
On the photometric side, non rigid registration is commonly known under the
name of scene flow. Vedula et al. [2] were the first to introduce the concept of
scene flow which is the 3D extension of 2D optical flow. It is the simultaneous
reconstruction of structure and motion between time frames. Further work on
scene flow was undertaken by other teams [10, 11, 3]. As pointed out by Starck
et al. [12], such approaches are limited to small displacements.
2.3 Where geometry meets photometry
Lastly, one can take advantages of both approaches. Several recent papers ad-
dress this problem. In [13], Starck et al. provide a method to register shapes
from silhouette. The method embeds the two surfaces into a common spherical
domain. Using the analytic expression of geodesic distances on the sphere al-
lows to minimize the geometric distance between correspondences and distance
between the associated color feature. This work is the most related to ours in
the sense that they perform an isometric mapping into a common metric space
and use geodesic distances as regularization for the appearance minimization.
In order to be robust with respect to topological changes, hey then developed a
matching algorithm based on a Markov random field optimization [12]. A much
more heuristic approach is used by Ahmed et al. [14]. A set of SIFT features is
computed which are then used for initialization of a refinement model. Lastly,
the work of Varanasi et al. [15] makes also use of SIFT. The 3D position of the
interest points are used to compute a sparse estimate of the motion field. By
applying a diffusion operator on the sparse motion field, they recover a dense
motion field.
Most of the algorithms presented so far rely on heuristics to put two temporal
meshes into correspondence. In this work we want to consider a more rigorous
model and propose a variational refinement method using ideas from variational
stereo [16] and geometric embedding methods [8, 9]. In this way, we recover tem-
poral correspondences between meshes at different resolution and independently
of the combinatorial configuration. Further, our method can handle local elas-
tic deformations such that the correspondence is consistent with the observed
images.
3 Variational matching
Let S1 and S2 be the two surfaces to match. Each of them is observed by a
certain number of cameras. Although not required, we simplify notations and
suppose that the number and positions of the cameras are constant, so that
both surfaces are observed by n cameras defined by their respective projections
Π1, . . . Πn. We denote by I
k
i the i
th image of surface k.
Following [9], we use a Lagrangian point of view where a set of m corre-
spondences are constrained to move on the surface such that they minimize a
given energy. We denote (P 1i , P
2




Θ = {(P 1i , P
2
i ), 1 ≤ i ≤ m} the set of all correspondences. m is a fixed integer
that can be estimated during initialization (see Section 4.2). Our energy is a
function of parameter Θ that writes:
Etot(Θ) = αEgeom(Θ) + βEphoto(Θ) (1)
The first term Egeom is the geometric part, taken from the work of Bronstein et
al. [1] while Ephoto is our photometric attachment. As usual, α and β are positive
constants that control the relative weights among these terms. Minimizing energy
(1) with respect to Θ will position the correspondences on the mesh such that
their projections in the images minimize a photometric dissimilarity measure
while geodesic distances on the surfaces are respected.
3.1 Geometry
Bronstein et al. [9] propose to embed near-isometric surfaces one into another














where dSk is the geodesic distance on surface S
k. Again, this energy suffers
mainly from two weaknesses: (i) symmetries yield ambiguities and (ii) if the
object undergoes locally elastic deformations between shape S1 and shape S2,
geodesic distances are not exactly preserved. Note that this is also the case when
the surface are 3D reconstructions, since they are unavoidably noisy.
3.2 Photometry
For our image matching term Ephoto, we chose the normalized cross-correlation
to measure similarity between corresponding points. Its simplicity, robustness
in the presence of varying lighting conditions and differentiability make it a
common choice in variational methods. Each surface point is generally seen from
several cameras and one might be tempted to correlate multiple pairs of images.
However, in our experiments, the number of cameras is relatively small. Thus,
using information from only one pair of camera for each surface point reveals to
be enough.
As a first step, for each surface Sk, we associate to each point M ∈ Sk an
optimal image Ik
lk(M). Choice of labels l
k might be guided by different criteria.
Here, we compute partitions of the surfaces following [17]. This method assigns
smoothly each point to a label corresponding to the camera from which it is best
viewed. Using graph-cut optimization, the labeling is obtained by minimizing a
weighted sum of two terms which realizes a good trade off between resolution
and color continuity, while respecting occlusions (c.f. Figure 2b).











where g is a positive decreasing function and NCC(f1, f2)(M1,M2) denote
the normalized cross-correlation of functions f1 and f2 between two related
neighborhoods of points M1 and M2.
Following the stereovision work of Keriven et al. [16], we approximate locally
the surfaces by their tangent planes at pointsMk. In their case, only one surface
is considered and M1 and M2 are the same point, with the same tangent plane,
thus the same neighborhood. Their correlation boils down to correlating image
regions related by a homography. In our case, we suppose that the tangent plane
to S1 at point M1 and the tangent plane to S2 at M2 are related by a given
two-dimensional isometry IM1,M2 sending M
1 to M2. Under this assumption,
neighborhoods on the respective tangent planes are related and the correlation
NCC(f1, f2)(M1,M2) is correctly defined. Moreover, it (and its derivatives)
remains easy to compute since corresponding image regions are still related by
a homography. Introducing the isometry IM1,M2 are each point pair (M
1,M2)
a) b)
Fig. 3. a) On the left, the front image of the first mesh, red dots being the projec-
tions of some key points. On the right, the front image of the second mesh, showing
the reprojections of the corresponding points, in red obtained with the method in [9]
(initialized with our method), in green obtained with our method. b) Shows the same
correspondences directly on the meshes with the same color code. The inaccuracies of
[9], here due to local elastic deformations, are corrected by our photometric + geometric
criterion.
might be thought as problematic since one would require to match the surfaces
to know it, yielding a chicken and egg problem. Practically, this is not the case.
As usual, we will minimize the energy by mean of a gradient descent starting
from a coarse initialization (see Section 4). This approximate solution reveals to
be sufficient to obtain a robust IM1,M2 . We proceed the following way: (i) each
correspondence point P ki defines a geodesic distance map dSk(P
k
i , .) on S
k; (ii)
the gradients of these distance maps at a given point Mk defines local directions
that should correspond from one surface to the other if M1 corresponds to M2;
(iii) as a consequence, the best1 isometry from the tangent plane atM1 to the one
at M2 that sends both M1 to M2, and the distance gradients directions at M1
to the ones at M2, is a good estimate of IM1,M2 . Please note that computing
1 in the least squares sense
distance maps is no extra cost since it is part of Egeom. Note also that the
isometries I are actually needed only for the pairs (P 1i , P
2
i ) and that they will
be refined during the gradient descent iterations as the pairs moves.
4 Optimization
4.1 Discretization
We suppose that the surfaces are both discretized as collections of triangles.
Following [9], points P ki are taken as barycenters of triangle vertices. Θ consists
in a choice of triangles and corresponding barycentric coordinates. The geodesic
distances between all vertices of the mesh are computed using the Fast Marching
algorithm for triangular surfaces [18, 19]. Geodesic distance is then interpolated
like in [9] (note that the problem is not only to interpolate the distance at some
barycenter, but also the distance to some barycenter).
For the photometric part of the energy, discretization is not a particular issue:
the labeling method [17] is designed for triangle meshes, and we use a standard
normal interpolation method to estimate the tangent planes.
Minimizing the energy with respect to both the P 1i ’s and the P
2
i ’s is obviously
not well posed. Although different cases might happen, in our experiments we
have no further constraint on the choice of the points to be matched. Thus, we
fix points P 1i to their initial position (see Section 4.2) and minimize the energy
with respect to the positions of points P 2i .
As written above, we use a classical gradient descent. Properly minimizing
it is not trivial because the problem is non-convex. In order to cope with local
minima, we apply a multi resolution strategy, considering the problem at several
scales. Once a solution is found at a coarse scale, it is used to initialize the
problem at a finer scale. Our problem has two scalable dimensions. The first one
is the number of correspondences and the second is the scale of the images. This
leads to a two step multi resolution scheme. Starting with a small number of
correspondences, we iteratively increase the number of points by interpolating
the solution from the coarser level to the next finer level. This scheme is adapted
from [20]. Then, at each level, we perform a gradient descent in a multi scale
manner using a Gaussian pyramid of the images.
4.2 Initialization
We first have to initialize the correspondences. Copying [20], we take advantage of
the geodesic distance maps and use the farthest point sampling (FPS) strategy
[21] to get geometry-based feature points on the surfaces. For near isometric
surfaces we can expect the sampling to be almost identically distributed on
both surfaces S1 and S2 [9]. Taking photometry into account to avoid geometric
ambiguities, we then reject points that have an autocorrelation score below a
given threshold, thus corresponding to non textured regions. As in [20], points
are then associated using branch and bound optimization [22], yielding m initial
pairs. Here, to the initial geodesic distance based criterion, we add a photometric
one in order to get rid of geometric ambiguities. Because no correlation is possible
(at this stage, tangent planes cannot yet be related by isometries), we use SIFT
descriptor based similarity, being thus invariant to scale and orientation. The
results of the initialization of the correspondences can be viewed in Figure 2.
Note how geometric ambiguities are solved.
4.3 Gradient descent
Optimization is performed at all scales until convergence is reached, i.e. norm
of the gradient is below a given threshold. The expressions of the gradients of
the geometric and the photometric parts of our energy can be found in [20]
and [16] respectively. Remember that Θ consists in these coordinate but also in
the choice of the triangles to which the barycenters are related. As in [9], the
gradients are computed for a fixed such choice. However, when a point P ki gets
out of its related triangle, we force it to stop at the reached edge and assign it to
the triangle at the ”other side” of this edge. Doing this way, points travel gently
from one triangle to another if needed.
5 Results
In order to validate the proposed method, we run several experiments on real and
synthetic data. First, we test it on a synthetic dataset. In a second experiment,
we validate our algorithm on real images.
5.1 Validation
Our first experiment focuses on the validation of our energy by testing the algo-
rithm on a synthetic dataset (8 cameras) and comparing to the result of [9]. This
experiment aims at justifying the photometric part of the energy. The parameter
α is set to 1.0 whereas β equals 8.0. We take 12 pairs of correspondences and
a 3 level Gaussian pyramid. The advantages of our initialization having already
be demonstrated on Figure 2, we rather launch the original method proposed
by Bronstein et al. [9] with our initialization. The red dots in the left image
of Figure 3a are some of the P 1i projected on the front image of S
1. The red
dots in the right image of Figure 3a are the projections of the corresponding
P 2i obtained after running the optimization of [9]. The green dots correspond
to the result obtained with our combined photometric-geometric optimization.
One can clearly see, the green dots are consistent with the initial sampling in
the left image although the zone around the knee and shoulder exhibit elastic
deformation. Whereas the red dots in the right image ignore the image signal
and are pushed away by the local elastic deformations. Figure 3b shows the same





Fig. 4. Results on a real-worl dataset[23]. a) and c) show the results obtained using
the method in [9]. b) and d) are obtained using our method.
5.2 Real data
In order to see how our method performs, we run several experiments on image
data courtesy of J. Starck2 [23], again with 8 cameras. In this experiment the
number of correspondences is 150 and the number of image levels is set to 3. α
and β are set to 0.9 and 1.5 respectively. The results are depicted in Figure 4.
Notice how the method of [9] fails to solve the matching problem. Local elastic
deformations are observed in both cases (Figure 4a and 4c) and wrong matches
occur because of symmetry. Nevertheless, our method can handle the symmetries
and local elastic deformations as can be noticed the around the hair and the back
in Figure 4b and in the zones located on the skirt and the hair in Figure 4d.
6 Conclusion
We have described a variational framework for the correspondence problem of
non-rigid surfaces coming from multi-view reconstruction or from any setup that
provides images of the scene. By using photometric and geometric information,
our method improves the one by Bronstein et al. [9] and allows to cope with elas-
tic stretches and symmetries of the shape. Like in the initial work, and contrary
to usual photometric methods, we are not limited to small deformations. Nu-
merical experiments show the success of our method. Our future work includes
extending our framework to surfaces with varying topology. A first step in this
direction could be the use of more robust embedding such as the one proposed in
[24]. Another improvement is the use of second order information in the gradient
descent in order to perform Newton steps. Finally, we notice that regularization
is important in low-textured image regions. Therefore we currently investigate
the effect of automatically setting the control weights as proposed in [25] in
another context.
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